
 



 

MAY 2014 

A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT 

Competition modelling has been on the lips of many club members this past month. Inspired no doubt by the 

fantastic visit we had from Andy Argent in April, where he explained that he has very methodically and 

systematically gone about creating dioramas that can compete with the best that Europe has to offer, 

recognised by his awards for ‘Rustic’ at EuroMilitare 

and Telford. 

One of Andy’s key attributes has been to learn from 

his previous results. Finishing second with a model 

he’d spent many hours on drove him to improve upon 

areas that the Judges had dropped scores on.  

That type of perseverance has paid off for our own 

Russell Eden, who bagged both gold and silver in small 

scale armour this past weekend at RAF Hendon. The 

quality of models in competition at Hendon is always 

high, particularly in aircraft and armour, so this 

success is even more meaningful. Russell has slowly 

evolved the quality of his models – to a point where 

even his camouflage decal techniques are fooling the 

judges! 

Of course, not everyone can be a winner, and allowing 

for bizarre judging decisions, all you can do is ensure 

you tick as many of the 5 ‘boxes’ as possible to attract 

the judges attention away from another contestant.  

Those ‘boxes’ I speak of are, quality of construction/finish/detail/authenticity and presentation. 

This month we have our own club competition, the Airfix ‘Test Trout’ contest, in which we hope to have a 

great turnout for one of the more popular club manufacturers. When judging the entrants, perhaps you might 

want to try and use the 5 ‘box’ rule and see which model is your winner! 

Happy modelling and I hope you enjoy this month issue of The Romsey Modeller. 

Paul Adams 

Club President 

 

Russell proudly (some would say smugly!),    showing 

off his armour trophies... 

This is the newsletter of Romsey Modellers a group of plastic modellers based in Southern Hampshire. We cater 

for all modelling genres and skill levels from beginners to well seasoned gurus. 

We meet on the 1
st
 and 3

rd
 Wednesdays of the month from 8pm to 10pm in Ampfield, Hampshire, where we 

often run workshops and club competitions but more importantly have a good chat about our hobby. We also 

attend most of the local model shows, where we exhibit our member’s completed projects. 

We have an open door policy so if you want to  sample how we can help you get more out of your hobby or just 

come and have a friendly discussion (tea and biscuits provided) please feel free to turn up – see the last page for 

details or visit our web site 

www.romseymodellers.co.uk 

file:///C:/modelling/Newletter/December%202009/www.romseymodellers.co.uk
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CLUB NEWS  

UPCOMING SHOWS 

We have two shows in the next month, on Saturday may 31
st

 we make our annual trip to IPMS Salisbury for 

their show. held as usual at Wyvern College, Church Road, Laverstock, Salisbury, SP1 1RE. We normally have 18 

foot of table space and generally are able to fill the table as many of our members are happy to make the short 

trip to avail themselves of the many traders on offer. For further detail see 

http://www.salisburymodelshow.co.uk/ 

Saturday June 7
th

 provides a new experience as we have been invited to East Tytherley Country Fayre. Due to 

the date the show has a D-Day theme so WWII models will be the order of the day; we expect to have 12ft of 

table to fill, in a marquee.  There will be prizes for the best 1940’s costume, so if any one fancies coming along 

in costume that would be fantastic! 

Set up is from 8am onwards. The fayre opens at 12, and we ask people to aim to move cars into the car park 

11.15- 11.30. Details are on the Faryes website at www.easttytherley.org.uk 

CLUB NIGHT REPORT 

April’s club night proved to be a fantastic 

evening as we welcomed Andy Argent to 

the club to talk about his exceptional 

models. We had a good 25 members who 

hung on Andy’s every word as he 

conveyed his enthusiasm for the hobby 

and his drive to improve his skills. Every 

one of his works tell a story, which is the 

key thing with a diorama and the fine 

details, particularly the ground work on 

the bases, were highly impressive. Andy 

says the key to success at that level is to  

http://www.easttytherley.org.uk/
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take plenty of time to finish each piece perfectly and 

not to rush ahead. Club members asked him many 

questions  

and I think everyone went away from the evening 

inspired. What was also nice was the fact that as it 

was a club night we could all spend as long as we liked 

viewing the models which, often, you cannot do at a 

show, such as Telford, with out being jostled by other 

modellers eager to also have a look.  

The early May meeting saw and outstanding turnout 

of over 25 members including a candidate for the 

youngest club member as Sean brought along his 

grandchild who is 9 months old. Despite the room 

being filled with so many middle age men, there 

wasn’t the expected run for the door when the baby 

appeared. Sean also brough along something that we 

could relate to , his completed Eduard 1/48 Spitfire IX 

which looked cracking. Other models on show were 

Luke’s. Sherman  
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RAF HENDON MODEL SHOW  
BY PAUL ADAMS  

8 members of Romsey Modellers 

made trip up to the superb 

Hendon Museum, London, for 

what turned out to be a very 

good day out for all concerned. 

Our pitch was moved to in front 

of the Canberra this year, ideally 

placing us near to the Café and 

on the way out to the gift shop – 

we had many passers by taking a 

keen interest in our work and the 

display gear.  

The museum lighting isn’t 

perhaps as good as the position 

by Beaufighter, so our portable 

lighting (despite a minor wiring hick-up) was put to good use, elevating our exhibit to the point where we had 

many envious glances and compliments from other clubs. 

I’ve been to this show 4 or 5 times in recent years, but I can never remember it being so busy with plenty of 

public still milling around even as we packed up. It made for a very full day. 

The competition is always a big draw for the visiting modellers, and so 5 models were entered by three brave 

members – a hearty pat on the back goes to Russell Eden for scooping first and second in small scale armour 

for his Tiger I and Panzer II. Some, let’s say interesting judging, sadly meant Richard, Sean and Russell H left 

empty handed.  

I volunteered for some judging myself, something I enjoy doing, even if it does leave you a little exhausted 

from all the decision making you need to do. I got to judge the Diorama class, there were only 4 entries, but it 

still took me 45 minutes to choose a winner!  

As always, you do see some outstanding modelling in the competition area – an amazing scratchbuilt Vickers 

Viking Flying boat won a deserved Best in Show. 

Personally I didn’t make any purchases, but a 

few did as there were a few bargains around if 

you were prepared to sniff them out. 

Another slight disappointment was the no-show 

of the promised Lancaster fly past, scheduled for 

11:10am, I finally gave up waiting at 11.40am as 

it had gotten a little too cold and I assessed the 

cloud cover must have prevented a low pass over 

this area of London. 

On display throughout the museum was some 

superb modelling, in particular several HK 

Models 1/32nd Meteors (and one B17!!) 

appeared, which do look great when built up. 

Evident too was a display of models for fans of Space 1999 and Gerry Anderson shows – the 44” Eagle 1 being 

one of my favourites from the day. You’ll find some shots of them and others in the following photo array. 

 

The Romsey table all lit up with pretty lights!! 

 

Around 250 visitors freezing their whatsits off waiting for 

the Lancaster... 
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There were the usual suspects visiting the show, and in the trader hall our very own Rowan Broadbent was 

peddling his excellent WW1 decals with a soon to be expanding range to include decals options for the HK 

Models Meteor kit.   In all, another fantastic day out with the Romsey Modellers team. 

   

Best in Show Winner 44" Eagle 1 model Cape Dash by Brian Boot 

   

Fantastic HK Models B-17 and the HK Models Meteor Unrewarded Nautilus in comp 

   

Best Diorama Winner Russ's Best small scale armour Best Ship...HMS Dreadnought 

   

Best figure...WWI infantryman Skydiver...about 4ft long!! Masterbox WWI Male tank 
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AIRFIX 1/72 BAE LIGHTNING F2A XN728 BY TONY ADAMS  

One of the first models I built after getting back 

into the hobby was Airfix’s original 1/72 Lightning, 

surprisingly it didn’t put me off as it was such a 

dog! Consequently I was looking forward to seeing 

what “Airfix 2014” could make of this iconic British 

aircraft. While I waited for Sean to deliver the 

plastic I researched potential subjects and came up 

with the photo of XN728 which as until recently 

(she has now been broken up) located in a sad state 

in a scrap-yard off the A1.  

“What a fantastic subject of 

for a diorama”, I thought –  

“looks tricky” I thought 

again,  

“I’ve got no idea how to 

tackle that”,  

“maybe I ought to try 

something simpler” 

“how about a before and 

after” 

The last though appealed 

as I could build the kit 

“normally”, getting a good 

understanding of how it 

goes together before 

tacking the altogether 

more challenging project, 

the imminent Airfix competition also focused my attention to producing something “timely”. 

More research followed and I came up the following shots , For a full history of XN728 see 

http://www.airsceneuk.org.uk/oldstuff/2002/sentinel/sentinel.htm 

  

1961 XN728 assigned to 92 Squadron with BMF and blue tail 1977 XN728 still serving 92 Squadron in Germany now appears in 

Dark Green livery 

 

XN728 has seen better days 

http://www.airsceneuk.org.uk/oldstuff/2002/sentinel/sentinel.htm
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As she ended up in the Dark Green livery I though it would be better to use that scheme  to ensure that the 

before and after link is made, I am tempted to do another model of her in the 1961 scheme, but I may be fed 

up of Lightnings before I finish. 

Airfix provide  a Green scheme in the box but it is of a 19 Squadron aircraft, after a quick search I found 

Xtradecal sheet which had a 92 Squadron aircraft of the same era, and fortunately had the right spare serial 

numbers on the sheet to create XN728. I also purchased a Eduard etch cockpit set for the Trumpeter kit, it 

should fit OK , shouldn’t it? 

LET THE BUILD COMMENCE 

On opening the box you are confronted with 4 very well moulded grey sprues and a transparency sprue. The 

quality is up there with the best – putting it together should be a doodle! 

I started the build at the air intake radome, and once again ( see my Javelin and Vampire builds ) forgot to add 

nose weight which I had to remedy “creatively” 

  

The intake radome was glued together and painted gloss black 

ready for a coat of Alclad 

Having forgot to add nose weight, I drilled a hole to allow me 

to fill the part with lead shot ( it does rattle a bit) 

  
After giving the inlet and engine parts a undercoat of black 

they were spayed with various shades of Alclad 

The jet pipes and turbine blades 

 

The Airfix cockpit is reasonable but once the Eduard etch was added really looked the part, there was a lot of 

cutting down to get the etch designed for the Trumpeter kit to fit. With the cockpit completed it was mated to 

the intake and the fuselage wad ready to be closed. This is thing got messy! I still don’t know the cause but try 

as I might I continued to get a large gap, either at the top of the bottom of the join near the nose. Whether this 

is due to the etch or some build blunder on my part I don’t know (note I’m not blaming Airfix). I proceeded to 
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hack at the insides to get the parts to join up, after removing what felt like load of plastic I got the joins in 

reasonable proximity ( note this did cause me further problems later in the build as I had to fill gaps left by 

some of the plastic I had wrongly cut away)  

 
  

 

The cockpit tub was painted light grey and the 

etch fitted, the instrument panel needed a bit 

of fettling to get it to fit correctly. 

The seat was supplemented with etch seatbelts, leg restraint straps and ejection 

handles. I was pretty pleased with the result. 

The competed cockpit – 

not bad for 1/72 

 

  

Cockpit and intake assemblies  I still can’t work out how I got this gap 
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When the fuselage was together, filler was still needed to hide the gap in the nose, the rest of the seams were 

attended to. As the machine was BMF underneath I paid particular attention to getting the joins smooth but 

despite the effort put in when painted there is still a small witness line ( I hate BMF!). The wings and tail plane 

were attached and the joints sanded, before the model was given a coat of Tamiya Grey primer.  

  
After a lot of work the join lines looked OK The top sides panel lines were pre-shaded  

I pre shaded the top sides using Tamiya X-18 before applying the Dark Green (Tamiya X-82) in several thin 

coats ensuring that the pre shading was still visible. I added a little white to the mix and sprayed the centres of 

the panels to emphasise the panel shading. When dry the Green was masked off and the bottom surfaces 

sprayed gloss black (X-1) as an undercoat for the Alclad. Polished Aluminium was then applied as the BMF. 

  
Dark Green applied over the pre shade with the centres of the 

panels lightened with the addition of white to the base coat 

The undersides were undercoated with gloss black  

  
Alclad poished Alumiunium provides the BMF Having forgot to paint the Green leading edges this had to be 

sprayed over the BMF 
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I masked off the nose cone and gave it a coat of Alclad chrome, 

while I used Alcad Magnesium spayed lightly over the panel lines to 

break up the undersides. 

With the basic painting complete, the model was given several coats 

of Johnsons Klear to provide a gloss base for decals.  

Decaling took forever! The Airfix sheet has an incredible number of 

stencils that had to be applied (tip: for extra protection against 

decal silvering of small stencil decals , dip each one in Klear before 

applying to the model). The Xtradecal sheet was butchered to 

provide the serial numbers for XN728 and the “V” tail identification. 

After hours of hard work the decals were finally applied and for 

once I had no decaling disasters, I had a pretty pleased look on my 

face when I finally hit the sack at  well past 1am ( little was I to know 

of what would follow…) 

 

  

Decals applied to the topsides And the bottom 

The wheels and undercarriage legs were painted ( sorry forgot to photograph them) and glued in place, 

fortunately I had got enough lead in the raydome as she wasn’t a tail sitter. The tail cone and jet exhausts 

where painted several shades of Alclad and a little heat staining added.  

Flory modeller dark wash was applied , left 

to dry and wiped off, bring out the nicely 

rendered surface detail. I was definitely on 

the home straight , I only had to matt down 

the upper surfaces, but as I still wanted the 

bottom surface to stay gloss I masked them 

off – BIG MISTAKE! On removing the mask 

all the decals I had lovingly applied 

including the identification codes came off 

with the mask (pause while I wipe my brow 

having relived the anguish). 

After a couple of nights recovering, I 

removed the remnants of the decals ( with 

masking tape) and use the decal sheet from 

 

Creative cutting was used to modify 

the Xtradecal sheet to XN728 

 

Stupid! Masking removed my wonderful decaling work 
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my second Lightning kit replaced the stencils and lining. I am still waiting for a new Xtradecal sheet to arrive so 

I can replace the under-wing decals ( hopefully it’ll get here before Wednesdays competition ). 

The final parts to add was an aftermarket pitot tube and the Firestreak missiles, these were painted green 

rather than white and I used red decals to create the infra red finders on their nose. 

Apart from the underwing idents she is complete, I am really pleased with the 

result , whether I will carry through with my diorama plan 

remains to be seen, but for now I have  a really pleasing 

example of one of my favourite aircraft in my collection. 
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BUILDING THE KENT PART 2  
BY NIGEL ROBINS  

The first task was the onerous 

one of stripping the kit down to 

it component parts without 

breaking too much. Luckily as 

this “model” of HMS Suffolk 

was about forty years old a lot 

of parts separated easily as the 

glue was rotten and the 

construction was poor anyhow. 

With the hull stripped down I 

used my modelling knife and 

scored along the waterline 

carefully until I cut through the 

plastic and separated the two 

halves. I also cut the 

quarterdeck away from the main deck, removed the bulkhead and re-cemented the quarterdeck flush to the 

main deck using a couple of pieces of plastic card to strengthen the joint. I filled the whole stern of the ship 

with Milliput forming it roughly to shape and let the whole hull assembly harden for a couple of days. Once 

this was all good and strong I stuck a piece of course sandpaper to a flat surface and rubbed the hull 

repeatedly across this to ensure that the model would sit square and 

not end up banana shaped with the hull and stern raised due to upward 

stresses caused by “pull” from the deck.  I formed the correct profile, 

with files and sandpaper to the stern and then found a couple of areas 

which will require more some Milliput in the process. Another tedious 

task was completed at this time, which was drilling out all of the 

scuttles!!! I removed the superstructure which abuts the hanger as the 

Kent did not have this feature and filled the subsequent large hole in 

the deck with plastic card and yet more Milliput. 

 Two weeks of work later and I had a strong, complete water-lined hull 

with all the scuttles in place and the raised quarterdeck which the Kent 

had and the Suffolk did not. Most of the rest of the kit is now in the bin 

however. I rebuilt the bridge structure twice; initially I got the height 

 

A view of the rebuilt bridge and the 4inch battery 

 

A view of the model from over 

head, hopefully, showing the 

progress made in a month 

 

The “dodgy” after superstructure, notice the large hole filled in 

the deck behind the motor boat 
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wrong, which was a pain and this necessitated further rebuilding. The funnels were cleaned up and super-

detailed with fine sprue to represent the funnel top grills  and the secondary 4inch guns repaired and detailed, 

a process which is still a work in progress. New crane jibs came from the spares box and after a lot of work 

they don’t look too bad. Here, however, I ran into a brick wall. The plan I was using in Airfix magazine June 

1978 does not seem to be the same as the photos I have of the Kent, taken in 1941, in my copy of Man O` War 

1 “County Class Cruisers” The photos are unclear and the plans look suspect!! I therefore made a judgement 

call and went with the plan adding to it a few details which I felt were appropriate and changing the Pom-Pom 

mountings to what I think they should be like. No, please don’t find me a clear photo of Kent’s after structure 

at this point, I am fairly happy with how it looks and I am not changing it. 

 Well so that’s the update complete, the work is about 70% complete and the model is not looking too bad 

though the after superstructure is a bit suspect!!     

FOR SALE BY KEITH TROTMAN 

Could you pass this e-mail on to other members of the model club please. Due to a lack of understanding from 

my family I have to make room in the house by getting rid of some kits. So as 1:48 scale generally has the 

biggest boxes that's mainly what have to go. I know the club members will give them a good home so there 

priced to sell.  

1:48 SCALE AIRFIX  

EE LIGHTNING F-2A/F-6  £15  

PANAVIA TORNADO F-3/EF-3  £15  

PANAVIA TORNADO F-3/EF-3  £15  

PANAVIA TORNADO GR-4/4A  £12  

H.S. BUCCANEER (2 KITS IN BOX)  £25  

SEPECAT JAGUAR GR3A/ES  £12  

BAe HAWK 100 SERIES  £8  

SUPERMARINE SPITFIRE F22/24  £10  

SUPERMARINE SEAFIRE FR46/47  £10  

SUPERMARINE SPITFIRE MK1  £8  

SUPERMARINE SPITFIRE MK1  £8  

HAWKER HURRICANE MK1  £7  

MOSQUITO MK IV  £10  

 

 

 

1:72 SCALE  

TRUMPETER BAC LIGHTNING 

F6/F2A  £10  

 

1:144 SCALE AIRFIX  

BHC SRN4 HOVERCRAFT  £13  

BHC SRN4 HOVERCRAFT  £13  
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2013 HTP MERCEDES SLS GT3 PART TWO  
BY PAUL ADAMS  

I’m pleased to report some progress this month! 

Last time out the body preparation was underway and I’d just glued in some vent type inserts to the 

bodyshell…..in addition I added the inner heat exit vents which locate behind the front wheels. 

It was seam city frankly….I filled the gaps with an excess of Revell Contacta liquid glue and used some Tamiya 

putty on the vent inserts which live on top of the rear wheel arches. A few hours of fiddly sanding, rechecking 

and more sanding left what I hoped would be invisible joins.  A little filler was needed too on the heat exit 

vents.  

At the rear of the body, Fujimi moulded some bodywork onto the chassis diffuser. Leaving them in place would 

have meant spraying the pieces white then masking off for the rest of the chassis to be painted black. Then 

there would be the gaps between the body and the chassis white parts. They are supposed to be all one piece, 

so I cut them away with an etch saw I purchased at the Yeovilton show and glued them onto the vents either 

side of the rear bumper. The photos will explain this alteration better.  

  

The etch saw is essential when removing small 

detail... 

The pieces were glued in place on the rear of the body 

and cleaned up with 600 grit sandpaper.  I also glued 

the body mount on at this stage too... 

 

After sanding the joints smooth, I test fitted the 

chassis in place…all was well. I then did the same with 

the inner wheels arches in place…I then discovered 

why Fujimi moulded the parts onto the chassis….the 

body doesn’t fit over the arches my way…some 

surgery was required to obtain the necessary 

clearance…fortunately the inner arches are hidden 

once the wheels are on…..I used my old modelling 

saw this time and cut…. 

I test fitted the rear wing uprights, which upon initial 

examination do not require etch replacements…I did 

however have to thin the lower portions that fit into 

the slots on the boot lid….I figure some more thinning 

maybe need after paint has been applied. The rear wing has some moulding process ‘bumps’ which will need 

smoothing out before primer and paint. 

 

With the chassis back in place, the fit was good; the 

difference won’t be seen until the parts are painted… 
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More test fitting; the front and rear suspension uprights 

were cleaned up and fitted into place, together with the 

discs and wheels. I noticed during the dry fitting of these 

parts it was easy to get them the wrong way 

around…useful to know before glue is used! With the body 

in place, the ride height, so crucial for the right ‘look’, was 

spot on. Very impressive given the issues I had with Fujimi’s 

BMW Z4.  

 

 

 

  

Test fitting the rear wing, kit parts are accurate and 

thin. 

Fujimi have captured the correct look of this car very 

well. The ride height is excellent. 

I decided at this stage to attempt to weather this car. I’ve been admiring the work of a German modeller, 

Jochen Kieslich, who has built and painted several endurance racing cars with what he calls a ‘finish line’ 

appearance. Working in both 1/43
rd

 and 1/24
th

 he has developed an excellent eye for interpreting real race car 

finishes in model form using his armour modelling knowledge. Fortunately, he passes his skills on through his 

website, magazine articles and forums threads. His work can be found at http://www.jochenkieslich.de/  

I’ll be applying the weathering at a later stage of 

this build and will write how I’m going to do it and 

how successful it is in the coming months!! To kick 

it off though, I’ve applied a small amount of 

damage to the rear bumper via scalpel blade. The 

real vehicle sustained some minor damage when 

hit from behind by another car at the start of the 

Spa 24 hour race. This was the only damage 

however, the remaining weathering will be made 

up of general traffic film, dead insects, tyre rubber 

debris hits, oil marks, and exhaust stains.   

I completed cleaning up many of the chassis and 

interior parts and had a long session of priming, 

including the chassis and bodyshell. I used 

Halfords grey plastic primer (I’d run out of white) 

and gave it a good 3 coats. Allowing a day to dry 

 

The rear inner arches on the operating table!! 

 

A small area of damage was applied with a scalpel blade 

to simulate a partially cracked bumper, more visible 

under primer. There’s no going back now!! 

http://www.jochenkieslich.de/
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off, I inspected the bodyshell to find no re-sanding was needed to my joins…very unusual for me!  

I always wet sand the primer before paint, and this model was no exception.  Some soapy water and a worn 

piece of 1500 grit paper was gently passed over the surface to smooth out any imperfections. The bodyshell 

was then washed in clean warm 

soapy water and scrubbed with 

an old toothbrush, rinsed and 

left to dry. 

I discovered during the 

airbrushing of the white that I 

have some problems with my 

airbrush compressor – it’s not 

holding pressure very well and 

while spraying at 30psi or so, it 

would drop to 20 making the 

finish very grainy. After applying 

4 coats of white it looked 

terrible. Thinking that I’d bodged 

another paint job, I rubbed the 

white down using the same 

process for the primer effectively 

leaving a primered finish. I 

cleaned the airbrush and kick the 

compressor, and setting the pressure gauge at max (60psi), I managed to get a decent coat or two of paint on, 

spraying until the pressure dipped below 25psi. 

I repeated the exercise with two part clearcoat, applying 3 coats, thinning the clear a little more on the last 

pass.  I’m currently looking for a new compressor! 

I managed a little polishing demo on this body at the last extra club night, though as I write, that has still to be 

completed. Hopefully next month there will be some bling to see!       

 

More soon.   

 

 

At the car wash....the primer is sanded smooth with fine paper. 

  

The bodyshell painted, cleared and left to dry..... 

 

It'll get decaled after the clearcoat has been polished 

out... 
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MEREKAT SCOUT VEHICLE PART 4  
BY RUSSELL EDEN  

With the ground work on the base finished I painted the turret – it was already sand coloured but all exposed 

concrete was to be light grey and using the foam chipping technique I wore the sand paint away to give the 

turret an old abandoned battered look. I then did the chipping on the metalwork using a very dark brown and 

painted the sensor lenses. Now everything was nearing completion it was time to assemble the base. Using 

PVA I glued the Merekat into position and left to dry. Once dry I used some MIG sand pigments over the base 

and Merekat to give a suitable dusty look – nothing too drastic, but enough to make the Merekat not look 

brand new. 

With these in place I give the figure a last minute once over and painted the strips on the visor red to give a 

little bit of contrast to the overall beige scheme. I then drilled a hole in the base and glued him in position. 

That’s it – done, finished, completed…. 

I did enjoy the project – the only bugbear was the suspension on the Merekat – if I did another I would glue 

the arms in place and then add the wheels. It still looks great and the Hasslefree figure sets it off nicely. Now, 

what to do next… 
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THE CLUB BUILD : REVELL 1/32 HEINKEL HE 219 NIGHTFIGHTER "UHU" (EAGLE OWL) 

UPDATE 3   

We have got to a point where we need to add detail 

to the cockpit, Tony (if he remembers his tools) will 

give a demo of how to prepare and use photo etch at 

Wednesday’s meeting. As this build is supposed to be 

about learning new techniques we hope that 

members will chip in and add helpful comments on 

what works for them. We will shortly be splitting the 

build into sub sections, to allow a number of 

members to get on with the build in parallel. 
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PEPE LE PEW - RENAULT MAGNUM AE500 TRACTOR PART 1  
BY NICK BURDEN 

THE PREAMBLE 

This project actually started out to be a truck from a general 

haulage company with a tilt trailer, so whilst waiting for the 

kits to arrive I gave some thought to the operator’s name. 

Now in my personal opinion who would buy a French truck, 

well most likely a French operator, so we now have a French 

operated truck, but we still need a name. After a couple of 

days inspiration hit me, let’s make it a bit of fun, who 

remembers Pepe le Pew. We now have an operator owner 

and if memory serves me he resided in Paris. OK we have 

the owner driver Pepe le Pew operating out of Paris. At last 

the kits have arrived, but the inspiration is still flowing and 

the operator suggests maybe a different trailer? Yep the tilt 

trailer can help with insulating the loft, and another trailer 

shall be purchased, but I shall keep you guessing as to what 

it will be. Acrylic paints shall be used throughout this build. 

THE KIT 

Italeri’s 1:24 scale Magnum AE500 kit number 3871 

comes in a good size box. Therein are two large 

poly bags containing four black sprues for the 

chassis and body parts, one grey sprue which is the 

cab interior parts, another poly bag contains the 

chromed parts, the clear parts are scratch 

protected by also being in their own poly bag. The 

rubber sprue with the seven 1200 R20 XZP tyres are 

loose in the box. Also loose in the box with no 

protective cover paper is the small decal sheet and 

a small chromed sticky back sheet for the mirror 

faces and maker badges etcetera. The instruction 

sheet is the fold out style with eighteen construction stages and two colour schemes, both of which are racing 

schemes. Parts are flash free and the moulding quality is very good. Paint are quoted in FS Numbers, Italeri 

Acrylic Numbers and Model Master Numbers. Italeri’s rating for this kit is 14+, but I’ll give it a go anyway. 

THE BUILD 

As this model is to be predominantly black the chassis, suspension, axles and lower body work was built up. All 

the strapping detail on the fuel tank was 

removed, then the tank, battery box, 

stabilizer bars and various bits and pieces 

attached to the chassis. This was first 

sprayed Grey Primer, left to dry a couple 

of days, then top coated Satin Black. Pepe 

le Pew being a patriotic sort, the strapping 

on the tank was made from paper strips 

painted Blue, White and Red. Now 
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popular consensus says that when painting a dark and light colour, you should paint the dark colour over the 

light colour. Blaa I sprayed White over Black with no problems.  Next up stage four, the engine. This was built 

straight out the box, primed with Grey Primer, and 

top coated with a blue mix left over from my 

previous build. The exhaust and turbo was painted 

Home Mix Rusty Red-Brown. An overall wash of 

Home Mix Grime was applied after various details 

were picked out. Graphite was dry brushed over to 

pick out raised details, and special attention was 

given to the turbo. Finally it was installed into the 

chassis along with the radiator and some of the 

piping and plumbing was done then left to dry 

thoroughly. The wheels had the chrome plating 

removed and was sprayed Satin White, the tyres were buffed with wet n dry paper and smeared with a Dark 

Grey. The air box and side skirts were made up and painted along with the exhaust silencer box. The cat walk 

came with the perforations moulded in, so these were drilled out and this was painted Metallic Grey along 

with the exhaust silencer box and exhaust heat shield, and given the Graphite dry brush treatment. These 

pieces along with the painted 

mudguards were fixed to the chassis, 

given an overall Home Mix Grime 

wash and when dry weathered with 

the airbrush Sand Yellow. The cab 

interior was built with the upper 

bunk left out. Grey Primer was used 

as usual, topped off with a two Grey 

scheme. The bunk was painted Blue 

and Red with a White pillow. For a 

splash of colour the seat side cushions were painted Yellow and the steering wheel painted White, to finish 

everything was given a Satin Varnish and put aside to dry. Last of all the cab exterior body shell was built as per 

the instructions primed Grey Primer and top coated Satin Black and left to dry thoroughly. Now if you 

remember, Pepe had a White front and White stripe over the top of his head. So the front panel was sprayed 

White whilst it is not attached negating the need for masking. The stripe over the top of the cab was masked 

off with Frog Tape (Delicate) and sprayed White. NANA Na NANA White over Black again, no fluke. The tape 

was removed while the paint was still wet and left to dry 

thoroughly. OOOhh the cab interior was inserted into 

the cab exterior and the front panel glued on, once dry 

the cab was cluttered with various magazines, maps, 

and a cool box which is actually 35
th

 scale, as is the small 

bottle of drink on the dash board. Hanging on the back 

wall is a PSG towel (well who else would he support). 

The cab was attached to the chassis, the windscreen 

glued in and the side windows cut down for a part open 

look and attached. The wiring and plumbing was 

attached to the scratch build pipes and valves on the 

bottom of the cab floor. Wipers, Mirrors and the etched 

badges and rating plates etcetera from KFS were glued 

on. Only a few of the kit decals were used. The sign 

writing on the cab doors was produced by rubbing down 

Letraset letters onto clear decal sheet then sealed with 

Halfords Laquer and applied in the usual decal fashion. The cab was weathered with Sand and a Cream mix left 

over from a previous build using the airbrush. The sun visor was primed White and sprayed patriotic Blue, 
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White and Red again using the frog tape and de-masked whilst the paints were wet, and attached when good 

an dry. The susie gantry and susies can’t be done until the trailer is made. 
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CLUB DIARY 2014 

May 21
st

  Club Night: Airfix Competition May 31
st

 IPMS Salisbury Show 

June 4
th

 

June 18
th

 

Club Night Extra  

Club Night 

June 7
th

  East Tytherley Country Fayre. 

July 2
nd

 

July 16
th

 

Club Night Extra  

Club Night: US Competition 

  

August 6
th

 

August 20
th

  

Club Night Extra  

Club Night 

  

September 3
rd

 

September 17
th

 

Club Night Extra  

Club Night 

September 14
th

  

September 20
th

 

Build a Model in a Day 

IPMS Farnborough Show 

October 1
st

 

October 15
th

  

Club Night Extra  

Club Night 

October 11
th

 

October 25
th

 

Bovington Show 

Yeovilton Autumn Show 

November 5
th

 

November 19
th

 

Club Night Extra  

Annual Competition 

November 8
th

 / 9
th

 

November 30
th

  

Scale ModelWorld 2014 

Middle Wallop Show 

December 3
rd

 

December 17
th

 

Club Night Extra  

Xmas Night 

  

Next Meeting: Wednesday May 21
st

   (8pm to 10pm) 

Ampfield Village Hall 

Morleys Lane 

Romsey 

Hampshire 

SO51 9BJ 

 

  

Thank you to this month’s contributors to this publication 

Tony Adams 

Russell Eden 

Nigel Robins 

Paul Adams 

Nick Burden 

CONTACT INFO 

Web Site wwww.romseymodellers.co.uk  email info@romseymodellers.co.uk 

Club President   Paul Adams 

Club Secretary   Tony Adams Tel: 01794 519153 

Magazine Editor  Tony Adams Tel: 07736555664  email: tony@romseymodellers.co.uk 

Treasurer  Steve Edwards  

Competition Secretary   Sean Summers 
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